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Projects

ApliGoogle project (2016-2018) funded by MASTODONS CNRS Mission interdisciplinarité 
Partners : LPT, CNRS, UPS, Toulouse / UTINAM, CNRS, UBFC, Besançon / I. Curie, Inserm, PSL, 
Paris / IRIT, CNRS, UPS, Toulouse

APEX project (2017-2020) funded by the Bourgogne Franche-Comté region council.

GNETWORKS project (2018-2021) funded by ISITE-UBFC (PIA ANR).

REpTILs project (2020-2023) funded by the Bourgogne Franche-Comté region council.
Partners: UTINAM, CNRS, UBFC, Besançon / IHGT, Inserm, UBFC, Besançon / PEPITE, UFC

Projects devoted to the physical analysis of complex networks and the application of Google matrix based analysis to complex systems.



How Google search engine works

From Markov (1906) to Brin & Page (1998)

Markovian process : a random surfer probe the structure of a directed network.
A each step, the random surfer jumps randomly on an adjacent node and continue its journey.
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is the probability that random 
surfer arrives at node i at the 
nth step.

is the G matrix eigenvector 
associated with eigenvalue 1

Steady-state

The most important node is the one with the highest probability.
Recursive definition: the more a node is pointed by important nodes, the more it is important.

PageRank measures the influence of a node.
PageRank was (is ?) at the heart of                     search engine (Brin, Page ‘98).
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Steady-state

The most important node is the one with the highest probability.
Recursive definition: the more a node is pointed by important nodes, the more it is important.

PageRank measures the influence of a node.
PageRank was (is ?) at the heart of                     search engine (Brin, Page ‘98).

CheiRank vector
Similar to the PageRank vector for the network with inverted links. With inverted adjacency 
matrix elements ,  it is possible to define the stochastic matrix elements              ,     
and the Google matrix elements             associated to the inverted network (Fogaras ‘03, 
Chepelianskii ‘10).

Recursive definition: the more a node points toward important nodes, the more it is important.

The CheiRank measures the diffusion/the communication of a node.
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The PageRank P(K) and CheiRank P*(K*) probabilities have similar distributions P(K)∝K-⅔ 
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Ising Metacore network: bi-functionality of the interactions

We take into account the nature of the interaction:
● either, 

j activates i
● or,

j inhibits i.

Nodes are doubled, the node i is now i+ and i-.
The matrix element Gij, associated to the link j→i, is replaced by 
one of the following 2x2 matrices:

                                if j activates i,

                                if j inhibits i.

Consequently,
P+(i) is the probability that node i is activated,
and
P-(i) is the probability that node i is inhibited.

PageRank Magnetization

                                          

Most of the omics in top 100 PageRank (K≤100) are more activated (M>0) than 
inhibited.

if interaction is 
neutral or unknown.



The reduced Google matrix

Let us consider a very large network with N≫1.
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Projection onto the subspace associated to the leading eigenvalue 𝜆≈1
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Proof of concept with Wikipedia as a complex network

Hidden links between political leaders

Hidden links

Analysis of hidden links between 2012 G20 leaders from the English 
edition Wikipedia (extracted in 2013)

Left

Far-left

Green

Right

Far-right

Analysis of hidden links between 2013 French 
politics from the French edition Wikipedia 

(extracted in 2013)

We retrieve knowledge about known political acquaintances (not trivially stated in Wikipedia).

The reduced Google matrix approach was also used for the network analysis of:

terrorist groups,          pharmaceutical groups,       infectious diseases,          bitcoin transactions,          the world trade, ...
                                                                (within Wikipedia)                                                                       (within corresp. economical networks)



Googlomics analysis of the MetaCore multi-omic network

The subnetwork of interest

Size of Nr ~ 100 proteins

The MetaCore network
(multi omic database)

Size of N ≈ 40 000 proteins, complexes, 
chemical elements, ...
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Googlomics analysis of the MetaCore multi-omic network
Types of links

Direct activation links

Hidden activation links

Direct inhibition links

Hidden inhibition links

Type of proteins

Transcription factors

Protein kinases

Generic receptors

Receptors
with enzyme activity

General
binding proteins

Protein phosphatases

Reduced network
for 12 proteins of 

interest



Take home messages

● We have presented a detailed description of the statistical properties of the multi-omic interactions MetaCore network 
obtained with extensive Google matrix analysis.

● Proteins and molecules which are at the top PageRank are at “outcomes” of multiple cascades of causal interactions.

● Proteins and molecules which are at the top CheiRank are “triggers” of multiple cascades of causal interactions.

● The reduced Google Matrix is an analytical approach for inferring hidden indirect connections within a set of nodes 
embedded in a very large network.

● In the case of the MetaCore database, hidden signaling pathways can be detected.

● The reduced Google matrix analysis allows to determine the effective interactions between proteins of interest taking 
into account all the indirect pathways between these proteins through the global MetaCore network.

● The reduced Ising Google matrix algorithm, based on Ising spin description, allows to take into account the bi-functional 
nature of the protein-protein interactions (activation or inhibition) and to determine the average action type (or 
magnetization) of each protein.

● Further studies will address biological effects inferred from the reduced Google matrix analysis of the MetaCore network.

Thank you for your attention !!


